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Dear Presidents,
dear colleagues, dear friends,
when preparing the final version of this newsletter we received the news and
the images of the terrorist attacks in Brussels, a city that nolens volens is
especially linked to the European studies. Most of us have been there
several times and have memories of the city and probably also of the places
were people, travellers and workers like us, were killed. The last time I was in
Brussels I had to go to the counters of Brussels Airlines, maybe the same
that were destroyed by the explosion. And the metro station Maelbeck is
only a few hundred meters away from "our" GD Education and Culture in
rue Joseph II. There, Carla Rabell and me took the metro after the talk to
Vito Borrelli we are documenting in the last and in this issue of this
newsletter.
The terror is not exclusive for Europe. In the last weeks, news about attacks
in Turkey, Nigeria, Chad, Cameroon, Ivory Coast and Iraq were arriving, and
shortly after Brussels we were terrified by the brutal events in Lahore in
Pakistan.
Nevertheless, these are very hard times for Europe. And for the European
Studies. How to explain that the authorities of the member states seem
unable to protect the population in front of this threat? And that they do not
come to a convincing common answer to the human drama of the refugees?
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The challenge is really immense for Europe. Some months ago, in the
country in which I am currently working, Peru, there were less than 60
refugees from the countries from which in the last year only in Germany
arrived more than one million of human beings.
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The history of ECSA World’s project
Interview to
Marc Maresceau
On the last issue of the Newsletter we already
informed about the interview Prof. Enrique Banús
and Prof. Marc Maresceau (the person who
assumed the ECSA World presidency in 1999 and
2000), maintained on January 2016 at the
University of Ghent, Belgium. Here we offer more
details about the encounter.

Professor Marc Maresceau, a well-known
Professor for European Law and expert on
EU external relations, became president of
ECSA World in the "time of transformation",
in years of crisis and strong changes after the
resignation
of
the
whole
European
Commission. It was in the late nineties. For
him and his team, everything was new, they
had never experienced such a situation, and
that is why “everything was a challenge”.
At that time, the relationship between
ECSA World and the European Commission
was very close. There were very strong
figures dealing with what was called
University Information, and later University
Cooperation. From this side of the
Commission, that is, from the people who
had been working for the University
Cooperation and also from the side of the
ECSA, there was “a firm will to try to find a
way to continue to work”.
ECSA had nothing to do with the
crisis as such, but one of the side effects of
that institutional crisis was that there was a
big move, a cry and an insistence on having
a more transparent management at the
Commission and at EU institutions in general,
not to experience the type of problem which
in this case the Commission had
experienced.
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Marc Maresceau (PhD European Law
University of Ghent; DES Droit
Comparé Strasbourg, Diploma Institut
de Hautes Etudes Internationales
Geneva; Diploma Johns Hopkins
University Bologna) is full-time
Professor of EU Law and Institutions
at Ghent University where he holds
the Jean Monnet Chair ad personam, is
Director of the European Institute
and coordinator of the Jean Monnet
Centre of Excellence. He also teaches
at Free University Brussels (VUB) and
College of Europe, Natolin. He has
held Visiting Chairs at many
universities not just in Europe but
also in, for example, China and
Israel. He has been a legal
consultant for various Governments
negotiating agree-ments with the EU
and was frequently ad hoc external
expert for the European Commission.

For Prof. Maresceau this situation
affected very much the approach to all kinds
of projects, the Jean Monnet project and the
whole ECSA structures. When dealing with
the needed changes, he felt extremely
fortunate to meet the right people in the
right place, at the level of the European
Commission. Also, to meet a number of
excellent national ECSA presidents who were
very committed to do everything possible to
find a way out of the possible difficulties. For
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him, one of the persons who was very crucial
in setting up many of these projects in the
field of university studies and education was
Jacqueline Lastenouse. On that moment,
Jacqueline reached the retirement age so
that she was replaced by new people. Staff
then changed and the scene transformed
totally from the one it was when he accepted
the presidency, making for him life very
difficult and challenging. “The new
environment was very demanding”.
Jacqueline
was
certainly,
for
everybody of Maresceau’s generation who
have been in touch with Jean Monnet, with
ECSA and with the European Commission in
the field of university education, “the human
face” of University Cooperation of the
European Commission for at least more than
two decades. She was not just there as an
official sitting at her desk, trying to establish
the contacts in the field of University
Cooperation, for the Commission, but she
was also a generator of many contacts, many
personal contacts. She put people together
who did never meet before. For example,
Jacqueline helped Maresceau to establish
solid personal relationships and institutional
relationships between his own institute of
European
Law
and
other
academic
institutions. She brought him together with
the colleagues of the other institutes, very
often in an informal way. The same she did
for many other colleagues.
For Prof. Maresceau it is very crucial
in the field of European studies “that you
don’t work in your own kitchen all the time,
that you have permanent contact with others,
in other states, in other countries”. For him,
this situation also “creates a permanent
challenge for you, because you must be at
an international level, or otherwise you will
gradually but surely not be interconnected
anymore”. He affirmed that it was also “a
kind of challenge, because you had to try to
keep up the standards if you wanted to
continue to have these contacts”.

As President of ECSA World, and as a
lawyer,

living

and

working

in

Ghent,

Maresceau was often consulted by the
Commission on the way of finding a legal
basis and framework for cooperation in the
field of European Studies. He reminds very
vividly the journeys he had to travel to
Brussels for meeting, among others, Director
General Nikolaus Van der Pas, another key
figure at that time.
Van der Pas was able “to recognize
where was the problem, or the alternative,
this

means

the

transformation

or

disappearing of the programme”.

the
From

Prof. Maresceau’s point of view, Van der Pas
was very well aware of the crucial dimension
of some of the issues raised and that
something had to be done. Thanks to this
vision, in the Commission they were able to
find somehow a structure – a concept and
structure – to recreate stability, and also to
lay

down

the

roots

for

the

further

development of the Jean Monnet Project.
They were able to create a more solid
structure and especially also to include a
response

to

the

need

for more

legal

transparency. For Prof. Maresceau, this was
very essential because it was for all of them
“a new challenge”. On the other side, the
drawback of this situation was the fact that
people

had

sophisticated

to

play

way

the

in

such
rules.

a

more

Probably

nobody was one hundred percent sure that
this was the response to be given. This
changed “the rather direct human touch”,
which everybody had experienced before
these rules were laid down, which was then
very much facilitated by someone like
Jacqueline Lastenouse. It was much more
difficult with the new rules to proceed in the
same manner and in a way, this was a pity
that, somehow, in the new procedures some
of this human dimension was lost, but on the
other hand, “it was probably the only way”.
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Maresceau confessed that he thought
to be ECSA World president was in the first
place “a kind of public relations”, where you
travel in the world. But then he didn’t
because all the work had to be done in
Brussels. He remembered that in this period
there were very time consuming meetings
with the staff of Belén Bernaldo de Quirós,
with Luciano di Fonzo and Mr. Van der Pas. It

was for him a rather time consuming exercise
and that was also the reason why, after two
years and a half, he said he would like not to
be re-elected. He finished in December of
2002 and he started in 1999. He finished
with the satisfaction of having found a way
for continuing with the university cooperation
and the support for the European Studies.

Present and Future of the Jean Monnet
Programme - Part II
Interview to Vito Borrelli, Head of Sector for the Erasmus Mundus
programme in DG Education and Culture
On January 15th, Enrique Banús and Carla Rabell had occasion to have a long talk with Vito
Borrelli in his office in Brussels. The information regarding the actual status and the projects for
the future of the Jean Monnet Programme are also relevant for the ECSA community. Therefore,
we document this interview in the last and in this issue of our newsletter.
Question: In the first part of this interview you
were talking about innovation in the Jean
Monnet Program.
Vito Borrelli: Yes, I have referred to the
modernization of methods, tools, contents
and modality of teaching. I have talked of our
efforts to spread the geographical scope and
of the growing impact of the academic views
on policy making. Related to this, we have
decided to continue a tradition that existed
before under Jean Monnet, to organise "geothematic
seminars"
focused
on
a
geographical area and, at the same time, on a
specific theme. The first Erasmus+ Jean
Monnet geo-thematic seminar was held in
Tbilisi, Georgia. The idea was to transfer the
debate from the EU centre (Brussels, where
we regularly invite professors to hold the
annual Jean Monnet conferences) to a region
directly affected by the theme of the seminar.
That is why we chose Georgia to discuss the
review of the EU's ENP policy. Georgia
represents in fact an important strategic
partner in the neighbourhood region. In the
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first half of 2015 DG NEAR carried out an
open consultation of stakeholders on the
revision of the ENP policy. The 90 professors
who took part in the Tbilisi seminar actively
contributed to provide inputs into this
consultation. Professors came from EU
countries, from the neighbourhood area and
also from other parts of the world to discuss
how the ENP policy had to be reviewed in
order to be more effective and respond more
closely to the needs of the countries in the
region. We think that it was a very useful
exercise of discussion, reflection and we came
out with a number of recommendations.
We are going to have another such
event in February in Tunisia to discuss about
migration, which is the number one priority
now for the EU. By organising the event in
Tunisia, we wanted to give a signal of
commitment,
closeness
and
solidarity.
Against all odds, we have received a very
positive feedback from the Jean Monnet
Community, with over 80 applications for
participation. We are very satisfied with this
WWW.ECSAWORLD.EU

response and we expect a very lively and
contentful discussion on the challenges linked
to the migration flows in general and, more
specifically on the current refugee crisis. After
the Tunis geo-thematic seminar, we are
planning to have more in 2016 to deal again
with subjects which are top priorities for the
EU. This shows that, on top of the Jean
Monnet annual conferences, which remain our
main instrument to pull together the
academic community to produce new ideas,
we have added new instruments to
strengthen the presence of academia in daily
EU policy making.
Question: Maybe we can add one question
about the specific role of ECSA (well, the
ECSAs) in this new orientation of the relation
of the Commission to the JM Community,
which is closely linked to ECSA. There is not a
formal representation of the JM Community
and in some cases, it can be understood, that
ECSA is more or less also the representation
of the Jean Monnet Community. So, what
could be the role of ECSA and the ECSAs in
the future?
Vito Borrelli: I think this is very much linked to
the objective of increasing the role and
influence of the Jean Monnet community in
the EU policy making. Of course we are open
to receive proposals from ECSA in particular,
but also from other associations, other
networks active in the field of EU studies.

We are very well aware of the valuable
activities and successes obtained by the
national ECSAs, though it is clear that some
countries are more active than others. Some
national ECSAs deliver few concrete outputs
but, on the other hand, we have a number of
very active ECSAs that organise events and
produce interesting publications. We, as
Commission, are glad to support the further
development of national ECSAs, as part of
the umbrella organisation "ECSA World".
As concerns the way to positively
benefit from the expertise of this huge
ECSA WORLD - NEWS

network of professors, I think we should
establish mechanisms of exchanges, including
informatics ones, like the Jean Monnet online
platform that we have created years ago, but
is not yet fully exploited. We already have,
under the Jean Monnet online platform, a
specific chapter on ECSA, but it should be
further filled with content and supported, to
make it lively and productive. The
Commission is exploring the possibility to
have one person regularly taking care of the
platform, at least on a weekly basis, to
manage the inputs from the academic
community. ECSA could, from its side,
coordinate the inputs from the ECSA World
community. In such a way the Online Platform
could become a practical tool to exchange
information, to consult mutually and to launch
calls for ideas and for papers, notably in
connection with the Jean Monnet annual
conferences.
Now that we have other events
approaching, like the new geo-thematic
seminars and the clusters, we can continue
looking for appropriate and fitting topics and
areas as where we need for more inputs from
the academic community. You could provide
us with ideas, proposals, and suggestions.
The platform could also be a forum to publish
papers or to exchange information about
initiatives by national ECSAs.
Though in the past ECSA had also a
key role in the selection of projects, now the
rules have changed in the Commission, and
the assessment role is assigned to
independent experts.
Question: We are aware that things have
changed. There are some people with
nostalgia for previous times but this is not
very helpful. You have to read the messages
of nowadays time and to look there for
possibilities. The idea of the platform is a very
good one, but maybe we have to make a
process of being more present in the minds
of the ECSAs presidents, secretary generals,
boards etc. Starting with me. There was also a
WWW.ECSAWORLD.EU

big communication problem at the beginning
because the platform was created but we
were not informed about it. One day I
discovered it by myself! So maybe we can
also in the newsletter present this platform
and try to create tradition step by step. It
takes time!

technologies, as well as social media. For
older generations it is less obvious. The
process of rejuvenation applies also to the
adoption of innovative tools for the
dissemination of up-to-date content, but this
requires a slight change of habits and mindset.

Vito Borrelli: It takes time and it requires for a
more dynamic approach. As I said before, we
are trying to revitalise the community and of
course this asks for some efforts and the
support of the younger generation. Young
people have the reflex to use this type of

Question: So, we end this talk with the
proposal of both sides for continuing this
dialogue between the Commission and
ECSA. And we thank very cordially for all this
information.

ECSA Germany future events
President
of
ECSA
Germany
(AEIArbeitskreis Europäische Integration) Prof.
Peter-Christian Müller-Graff informed to
ECSA
World-News
-through
the
questionnaire sent to all the presidents of
ECSA- about the past and future activities of
the association.
Firstly, on the 3rd and 4rth of
December 2015 AEI celebrated its Annual
Colloquium this time under the topic
"Relations between the EU and China". The
event took place in Essen, a city in North
Rhine-Westphalia of Germany.

Germany
(Universität
Duisburg-Essen,
Universität Leipzig, Universität Göttingen).
Furthermore, for April 2016 ECSA
Germany has scheduled several events:
-  

-  

-  
On the 18th and 19th of January, the
German ECSA celebrated the conference
"Challenges for Europe and East Asia in the
World Economy" in Leipzig. The event was
composed of six sessions dealing with
themes related to Europe and Asia from an
economic point of view, also including the
perspective
of
regional
integration.
Attendees came from universities all around
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-  

"Europe acts - The EU's external
trade relations" (1st-3rd April 2016 in
Tutzing).
"Normative Power, External Governance and environment objectives:
The
European
standards
and
regulations Export" (22-24th April
2016 in Berlin).
“Hope Europe - The EU as an area
and destination of migration” (28th30th April 2016 in Tutzing).
The workshop for PhD students and
postdocs "citizenship, mobility and
migration" in advance of the
conference "The Judicial Deconstruction of Union Citizenship - The
Limits of Free Movement and
Solidarity in the EU" (27th April,
Konstanz).
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